Congenital CLN8 disease of neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis: a novel phenotype.
CLN8 disease is one of the thirteen recognized genetic types of neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis, a group of neurodegenerative lysosomal storage disorders, most frequent in childhood. A putative 286 amino acids transmembrane CLN8 protein with unknown function is affected. Pathological variants in the CLN8 gene were associated with two different phenotypes: variant late-infantile in individuals from many countries worldwide, and epilepsy progressive with mental retardation, appearing in Finnish and Turkish subjects. The girl showed psychomotor delay and dementia since birth, tonic-clonic seizures, myoclonus, ataxia with cerebellar atrophy, and early death at 12 years old. Electron microscopy of the skin showed mixed GROD, curvilinear, fingerprint cytosomes and mitochondrial hypertrophy. Two pathological DNA variants in the CLN8 gene (exon 2 c.1A>G; p.?/ exon 3 c.792C>G; p.Asn264Lys) were found confirming a compound heterozygous genotype. This case is the Latin American index for a new congenital phenotype of the CLN8 disease. The congenital phenotype has to be added to the clinical spectrum of the CLN8 disease. The suspicion of CLN8 disease should be genetically sustained in challenging cases of a neurodegenerative syndrome with psychomotor delay since birth, speech difficulty and seizures. The course includes ataxia, cerebellar atrophy, and early death.